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Hot on the plate – China Connect 
 Overseas Strategy Thematic Report: Shanghai/Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connects & QDII Fund 

Position Analysis: The trade-off of “heavyweight” segments  
Strategy｜In 2019, the Shanghai/Shenzhen-Hong Kong Connects & QDII funds made a good start in 
terms of both stock market climate and product issuance. In the first quarter, 71 Shanghai/Shenzhen-Hong 
Kong Connect funds were issued, far exceeding our expectations. A cumulative total of 144 QDII Fund 
were issued, up 44% QoQ. As for stock positions, the share of the financial sector in Shanghai/Shenzhen-
Hong Kong Connect funds declined in the first quarter, with discretionary, pharmaceutical, real estate and 
media sectors witnessing overweighting. But, QDII funds continued to overweight financial stocks. 

 

 Market Hotspot Quantitative Analysis Report Series No.15: Are northbound funds are smarter funds? 
Quantification & Allocation｜Northbound funds possess strong allocation attributes, and their 
continuous net inflow is indicative of the relative allocation value of A shares. Public funds are more 
sensitive to market changes, and it is possible to capture market style switching by following the pioneers. 
Since Apr, the net inflow of northbound funds has slowed down, and the long-term allocation value of A 
shares has fallen; the style of active equity funds has changed from a large cap style to a small cap one, 
and the CSI 500 may have relative allocation value. 

 

 Computer Sector Tracking Commentary: Firmly bullish on sector’s allocation value, with cloud, AI 
and security emerging as three main directions of investment  
Computer｜We are firmly bullish about the allocation value of computers as the core direction of technology 
and believe that cloud, AI and security will become three main directions of investment. Investors should 
focus on core tech white horses such as Yonyou Network Technology (600588), Inspur Electronic 
Information Industry (000977) and Iflytek (002230). 
 

Other recommendations 
 
 Hangzhou Robam Appliances (002508) 2018 Annual Report & 1Q19 Report Commentary: The bottom 

has appeared, and a cycle of improvement sets in  
 

 Shenzhen Sunway Communication (300136) 2018 Annual Report & 1Q19 Report Commentary: Speed 
up product reserves, and prepare for 5G opportunities  
 

 Contemporary Amperex Technology (300750) 2018 Annual Report Commentary: Earnings meet 
expectation, and outstanding bargaining power  
 

 Greenland Holdings Group (600606) 2018 Annual Report & 1Q19 Report Commentary: All business 
sections continue to grow  
 

 Daqin Railway (601006) 2018 Annual Report & 1Q19 Report Commentary: 1Q earnings beat 
expectation, and Tang Gang Railway may contribute Rmb400mn in income 
 

 YTO Express Group (600233) 1Q19 Report Commentary: Recurring profit in 1Q grows 19% YoY, and 
falling price leads to minor gross profit decline  
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 Wens Foodstuff Group (300498) 1Q19 Report Commentary: Hog slaughter grows robustly, but pig 
breeding is in slight short-term loss 
 

 Beijing Shiji IT (002153) 2018 Annual Report Commentary: Traditional business grows steadily, and 
watch for transformation towards cloud service  
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